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Group Activity
Augmented Reality: Story Telling
Goal: Identify and communicate key details from a text including how those details were pertinent to the story.
Standards
• Key Ideas and Details:
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.1: Ask and answer such
questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to
demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.2: Recount stories, including
fables and folktales from diverse cultures, and determine
their central message, lesson, or moral.
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.3: Describe how characters in a
story respond to major events and challenges.
• Craft and Structure:
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.5: Describe the overall structure
of a story, including describing how the beginning
introduces the story and the ending concludes the action.
• Integration of Knowledge and Ideas:
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.7: Use information gained from
the illustrations and words in a print or digital text to
demonstrate understanding of its characters, setting, or plot.
• Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity:
• CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including
stories and poetry, in the grades 2-3 text complexity band profi ciently, with scaffolding as needed
at the high end of the range.
Original Lesson/Project: Students create a small diorama from The Box-car Children, by Gertrude Warner, of
the box-car from the story using traditional arts and
crafts materials. Students are asked to include details
in their diorama that represent key moments or
moments from the book. Each student creates a
glossary of the details included in their diorama with
an explanation of its signifi cance to the book.

http://afternoonswithamy.org/index.php/2016/11/13/the-boxcar-childrenfinal-week-byfiar/
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New Lesson/Project: Students create a small diorama from The Box-car Children, by Gertrude Warner, of the
box-car from the story using traditional arts and crafts materials in combination with the 3DBear augmented
reality app. Students are asked to include details in their diorama that represent key moments or moments
from the book. Each student records themselves providing a voice-over description of the details included in
their diorama with an explanation of its signifi cance to the book.

Download 3DBear for Free
•https://apps.apple.com/us/app/3dbear/id1234975406
•https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=fi.ThreeDBear.ThreeDBearAR&hl=en_US
Classroom Licensing - 20% off for IDEA Conference!
http://bit.ly/3dbearIDEA
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Problems of Practice — SAMR Guiding Questions
1. Briefly explain how would you classify each use of the technology in the lesson using the SAMR model?
(Each lesson could have many different classifications within itself.)
2. How does the use of the technology in this lesson improve (or not) on the Original Lesson?
3. How could the process be changed to move this to the next level in the SAMR process?

Moving on the SAMR model
Substitution to Augmentation
•

•
•

Have I added an improvement to the task process that could
not be accomplished with the older technology at a
fundamental level?
How can I leverage the technology that I am using to make
the process easier, faster, or provide a richer experience?
How does this feature augment my design?

Augmentation to Modification
•
•
•
•

How can I modify the original task to improve on the
outcomes?
Which part of my current process is cumbersome? Can technology help this problem?
Does this modification fundamentally depend upon the new technology?
How does this change in practice modify my design?

Modification to Redefinition
•
•
•
•
•

What would I like to do that I can’t do now?
Will any portion of the original task be retained?
Expand my thinking. What would I like to do that I have not even considered?
How is the new task uniquely made possible by the new technology?
How does it redefine my design?

Getting Started — Substitution
•
•
•
•

What will I gain by replacing the older technology with the new technology?
Is using technology going to make this better or worse?
Is this really going to be helpful?
Remember that there is nothing wrong with the substitution level if it helps the process or concept to
move forward.
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Problems of Practice — Group 1
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Classroom Practice: Homework
Goal: Students complete homework assignments to provide necessary practice and formative data to the
teacher to inform instruction.
Original Process: Students are assigned problem sets for homework in math class. Students are encouraged
to check their answers for odd numbered problems by looking in the back of the textbook. In class the
following day, teacher prompts students to ask them if they have questions on last night’s homework and
provides additional instruction and support based on questions asked. Sometimes, teacher gives brief pop
quizzes at the start of class based on the homework. While the teacher corrects the quizzes, students are asked
to complete additional problems to practice. Based on the results of the quiz, the teacher may reteach the
topic, or she may move on to the next topic.
New Process: Students are assigned problem sets for homework in math class. Students are required to
submit their answers into an online web site called Assistments.org. The Assistments.org site automatically
alerts students if they are correct
or not, and provides hints given
by the system as well as custom
hints entered by the teacher. In
class the following day, the
teacher already has the data
from last night’s homework
assignment downloaded from
Assistments.org and is able to
reteach topics as necessary.
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District Practice: Teacher Observation
Goal: Teacher observations are completed annually for each teacher in the district by a district administrator
for evaluation and teacher improvement purposes.
Original Process: As part of the annual teacher evaluation process, each teacher meets with their assigned
district administrator to review annual goals and needs. During the meeting, a classroom observation is
scheduled to allow the administrator to observe the teacher in action based on the goals and needs discussed.
The district has an established observation protocol. Notes from the observation are emailed to the teacher,
and a follow up meeting is scheduled if appropriate.
New Process: As part of the annual teacher evaluation process, each teacher meets with their assigned district
administrator to review annual goals and needs. During the meeting, the topic of the observation is
determined based on the goals and needs
discussed.
The district has invested in high quality digital
video cameras, and all teachers were provided
professional development on how to use the
cameras as well as the basics for editing the
video (trimming clips, adding voice-overs and
text, etc.). The cameras are available for
checkout from the library for classroom use as
well as for teachers to record themselves
teaching.
Teachers are asked to create annotated videos
CC-BY https://www.flickr.com/people/wwworks/
of themselves teaching that identify both
successful demonstration of skills and areas of
need as identified by mutual agreement during the initial teacher evaluation meeting. Teachers are
encouraged, but not required to share their videos with their peers for peer review. This allows teachers an
opportunity for further input and reflection. By a mutually agreed upon deadline, the teacher submits a video
to their assigned administrator for review. The videos may not exceed 15 minutes. The administrator uses the
established observation protocol and emails the notes to the teacher. A follow up meeting is scheduled if
appropriate.
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ELA: Research Paper
English Language Arts Standard: Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a
question (including a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under
investigation.
Original Lesson: Students use the Internet for
research and and write a 1,500 word essay on
a teacher assigned topic.
New Lesson: Students use the Internet for
research. The results of their fi ndings are
posted to the class blog which allows for
tagging and the ability to search other
student’s items as well. Students will then
synthesize this into an essay that will be posted
into a shared document space for other
students to comment on. Since all students
will have access to the same notes, these
comments will be used as a forum to allow a
teacher-moderated debate about which resources were better and why they were chosen. Each student will
then look at three other student essays, read the comments, and then modify their own work, based on
comments received, before it is submitted to
the teacher for fi nal grading.

CC-BY http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/f/f0/
Internet_research.JPG/256px-Internet_research.JPG
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ELA: Primary Theme
English Language Arts Standard: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text,
including fi gurative and connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specifi c word choices on
meaning and tone (e.g., how the language evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or informal
tone).
Original Lesson: Students will read the
play Macbeth and create a list of key words
and phrases. From these words and
phrases, they will identify the primary
themes and motifs for the play.

CC-BY http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Old_book_bindings.jpg

New Lesson: Students will read the play Macbeth. They will then download the text of the play from http://
shakespeare.mit.edu/macbeth/full.html and create a Wordle.net of each act. From the results, students will
investigate the primary themes and motifs for the play.
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Math: Symmetry Across A Line
Math Standard: Recognize a line of symmetry for a two-dimensional fi gure as a line across the fi gure such
that the fi gure can be folded along the line into matching parts. Identify line-symmetric fi gures and draw lines
of symmetry.
Original Lesson: Students will read the defi nition of symmetry in their textbook. They will follow along with a
teacher led example by folding a piece of paper and pushing a pencil through the selected point. Students
will then apply the procedure of refl ection about the vertical axis by maintaining the value of the y coordinate
while taking the inverse of the x value. The quiz at the end of the chapter will be used for evaluation.

CC-BY http://jwilson.coe.uga.edu/emt668/EMAT6680.2000/Obara/Emat6690/Transformation/
image8.gif
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New Lesson: Students will be given a few minutes of dynamic exploration
time in the Ambigram maker java applet (refl ection about the vertical axis).
They will then see how many different words they can write using the
refl ection properties of the applet. Next, the students will read the
defi nition of symmetry in their textbook and apply the procedure of
refl ection about the vertical axis by maintaining the value of the y
coordinate while taking the inverse of the x value. The quiz at the end of
the chapter will be used for evaluation.
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Math: Transformations
Math Standard: Represent transformations in the plane using, e.g., transparencies and geometry software;
describe transformations as functions that take points in the plane as inputs and give other points as outputs.
Compare transformations that preserve distance and angle to those that do not (e.g., translation versus
horizontal stretch).
Original Lesson: Students will memorize the defi nitions of rotation, translation, scalings, and refl ection. They
will be given a short quiz on the defi nition and then answer the problems in the book.

CC-BY http://www.utdanacenter.org/k12mathbenchmarks/images/elementary/g62a.jpg

CC-BY http://www.mathpuzzle.com/MAA/03-Matrix%20Revolutions/MatrixRRT.gif
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New Lesson: Students will be given time to dynamically interact with the transformation app. After this time,
students will write their own defi nitions of refection, rotation, translation, and scaling. They will pair up and
meld their defi nition with another student until both are in agreement. Students will then complete the
problem set in the book.Math: Rotation
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Math: Rotations
Math Standard: Describe the effect of dilations, translations, rotations, and refl ections on two-dimensional
fi gures using coordinates.
Original Lesson: Students will use cartesian graphing paper and follow the teacher led introduction on
rotation using a pencil and physically rotating the paper around the center of origin. The students will then
read lesson in the textbook and do the problem set at the end of the chapter.

CC-BY http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Geometry_for_Elementary_School/Transformation
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New Lesson: Students will be given time to dynamically explore with the Ambigram maker (180 degree
rotation) app to understand the concept and feel of rotation at 180 degrees, They will be asked to create as
many words as they can using this rotation in the app to demonstrate a visual awareness of the results of this
rotation. The students will then read lesson in the textbook and do the problem set at the end of the chapter.
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Problems of Practice — Group 2
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Content Filtering
Goal: Maintain a content fi lter that serves academic need, meets the community standard and maintains CIPA
compliance.
Original Process: Common categories are enabled in the
fi ltering confi guration (i.e. pornography, explicit violence, etc.).
Teachers are assigned override usernames and passwords to
allow for academic research. Any user may report an
inappropriate website to the IT Department by sending an email
to fi lter@myschool.org. The IT Department reviews and adds
these sites, as appropriate, to the blacklist. Teachers may report
blocked sites to the IT Department that they believe should be
whitelisted by sending an email to fi lter@myschool.org. The IT
Department reviews and adds these sites, as appropriate, to the
whitelist. All IT Department reviews are based on a review
process guided by a rubric established by the IT Department
and approved by the Superintendent. The process takes about
15-20 minutes to complete. Turnaround for blacklist and
whitelist requests is typically 36-48 hours.

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Woman_Silhouette.png

New Process: The IT Department creates an online tutorial using the districts online learning management
system (i.e. Canvas, Schoology, etc.) to teach teachers, librarians, and administrators how to complete a web
site review. It includes assessments that ask you to use the process and rubric to determine whether certain
web sites are appropriate or inappropriate. All teachers, librarians, and administrators are required to
complete the tutorial and successfully pass the assessment.
The IT staff creates an online form that all teachers, librarians, and administrators can access with their district
password credentials. The form allows them to certify and record the review and rubric results of the review of
a site. Any teacher, librarian, or administrator can complete the review and rubric process. Reviewed sites are
then recorded along with the user and the rubric scores. Upon submission of the form, IT staff are automatically
emailed with the results, and the site is added to the whitelist or blacklist accordingly. Once submitted, sites
are typically added to the whitelist/blacklist within 30 minutes.
Any others (students, paraprofessionals, etc.) that wish to have a site reviewed for blacklisting or whitelisting
submits their request to a Google group that the school established. All teachers, librarians, and administrators
are subscribed to the group, so they will receive an automated email alerting them of the new request. Anyone
can complete the review process, and can respond to the original request. This allows all users to see that the
task is being handled, and by whom. Additionally, since all students and staff have unique usernames in your
Google domain, all requests are attached to a person to reduce false/prank requests. Submissions to the
Google group are typically reviewed and added to the appropriate list within 3 hours.
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Social Studies: Civil War
Social Studies Standard: Through the study of culture and cultural diversity, learners understand how human
beings create, learn, share, and adapt to culture, and appreciate the role of culture in shaping their lives and
society, as well the lives and societies of others.

Evaluate the legacy of the Civil War on the nation.
Background: Jourdon Anderson was a former slave who was freed from the Anderson plantation by union
soldiers in 1864. In July of 1865, a few months after the end of the Civil War, Colonel P. H. Anderson wrote a
letter to his former and now freed slave asking him to come back and work on the Tennessee plantation which
had been left in disarray from the war.
Harvest season was approaching with
nobody to bring in the crops and the
colonel was making a last-ditch effort to
save the farm. On August 7, from his
home in Ohio, Jordon Anderson dictated
a letter in response through his
abolitionist employer Valentine Winters,
who had it published in the Cincinnati
Commercial. The letter became an
immediate media sensation with reprints
in the New York Daily Tribune of August
22, 1865. This letter has been described
as a rare example of “slave humor” of the
period and it has been compared to the
satire of Mark Twain. There has been
debate as to the accuracy of the details
from this letter to this day.
Original Lesson: Students will be given
a copy of the original source document
and transcript of the Jourdon Anderson
letter of 1865 and decide how this fi ts
into the their perception of the Civil War.
They will then have a research period to
fi nd supporting materials to support or
contradict the information in the letter.

CC-BY http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordan_Anderson

Students will write a short paper on their findings explaining which elements of the letter they believe to be
factual and how these fit into the historical setting of society during the time of the Civil War.
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New Lesson: Students will read the primary source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordan_Anderson#mediaviewer/
File:Letter_to_my_Old_Master,_from_Jordan_Anderson.jpg
and full text version of the Jourdon Anderson letter of 1865:
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Letter_from_a_Freedman_to_His_Old_Master
Students can then go to several of the online forums and follow the debate on the authenticity and
interpretation of this document.
Students will post on the classroom blog their findings explaining which elements of the letter they believe to
be factual and how these fit into the historical setting of society during the time of the Civil War. As an
extension, if the teacher allows,
students can actually participate in
these online conversations.

CC-BY http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Letter_from_a_Freedman_to_His_Old_Master
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ELA: Mood
English Language Arts Standard: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text,
including fi gurative and connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specifi c word choices on
meaning and tone (e.g., how the language evokes a sense of time and place; how it sets a formal or informal
tone).
Original Lesson: The students will read chapter 5 in their books about the different types of mood. The
teacher will deliver a short lecture based on a PowerPoint presentation. They will check for understanding by a
show of hands.
Students will write one example for each mood in their class notebooks. The teacher will review these notes
and make comments in each notebook based on the provided rubric.
Students will then pair with another student and write an original dialogue portraying at least two moods of
their choice. This dialogue will then be delivered live to the entire class.

CC-BY http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Moods.jpg
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New Lesson: The students will read chapter 5 in their eBooks about different types of mood.
The teacher will deliver a lecture based on a PowerPoint-style presentation using Nearpod. Nearpod is a
personal device interactive software that allows instructors to push lesson materials and realtime questions to
students. The teacher will check for understanding by delivering questions and receiving responses from all
students.
Students will write one example for each mood in a shared document space and have their partner make
constructive comments on their work using the teacher provided rubric for homework.
Students will then work with their partner and write an original dialogue portraying at least two moods of their
choice in this shared space.
The students will then use an app like Tellagami to create an animated scene and record their dialog over it.
The final product will be posted to the shared classroom space.
Each student in the class must listen to
and make constructive comments for
three other dialogs. The original group will
then revise and repost for class and
teacher viewing.

CC-BY https://c1.staticflickr.com/3/2831/11094676545_636347c018_b.jpg

CC-BY https://farm4.staticflickr.com/3742/9062490237_037af5988a_m.jpg
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ELA: Romeo and Juliet
English Language Arts Standard: Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text and analyze their
development over the course of the text, including how they interact and build on one another to produce a
complex account; provide an objective summary of the text.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative
meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone including words with multiple
meanings or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. Include Shakespeare as well as other
authors.

Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience reflected in a work of literature from outside
the United States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature.
Original Lesson: Students will read the play Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. They will then choose
a scene and rewrite it in a modern setting for two to four actors. Students will then form groups and act out 2
to 3 minute sections of these scene and record them in video. Videos will be shared online so that students
from other classes including a class in the UK can view and leave comments. Commentary will be focused on
the translation of the central themes of Romeo and Juliet and how well they transferred and were expressed in
the modern versions. These
conversations can also touch on
the cultural differences between
the three locations and how
some themes transcend
boundaries and others seem
constrained to one locale.

CC-BY http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
William_Shakespeare
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New Lesson: Students will read the play Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. They will then choose a
scene and rewrite it in a modern setting for two to four actors. Students will form groups and design and
produce short scenes in the Second Life classroom that has been set up for this purpose. (Second Life is a
virtual world with real time interactivity.) The audience will consist of the students’ local school classmates and
students from a classroom another state, and one in England. After each scene, there will be a discussion in
Second Life about the translation of the central themes of Romeo and Juliet and how well they transferred and
were expressed in the modern versions. These conversations can also touch on the cultural differences
between the three locations and how some themes transcend boundaries and others seem constrained to one
locale.

CC-BY https://c2.staticflickr.com/4/3155/3118167721_1a26792975_z.jpg?zz=1
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Math: Volume
Math Standard: Know the formulas for the volumes of cones, cylinders, and spheres and use them to solve
real-world and mathematical problems.
Original Lesson: Students will memorize
the formula for volume of a cylinder. They
will apply this formula to the problems in
the book.

CC-BY http://www.wikihow.com/Sample/Volume-of-a-Cylinder-Diagram
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New Lesson: Ask the students which would have the greater volume, an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of paper rolled
lengthwise or widthwise stressing that this is just what you think, don’t try to fi gure anything out. Record the
results and have a discussion on how you can check this. The volume formula will invariably come up but the
question for this will be, “How do you know that it is right?” Entertain taping it to a base and fi lling it with water
and any other example that you can think of. Since it would be impractical to fi ll taped pieces of paper with
water in the classroom, show students the rolling paper applet, which clearly shows a drastic difference in
volume.
Ask the students the question, “Why do you think that there is such a big difference?” and let them play with
the applet to come up with some conjectures. Most students, after playing for awhile, will come up with the
conclusion that the size of the base has much greater impact on the volume than this height. This brings in the
difference between linear and exponential differences and should lead to some thought provoking insight.
After this, the students can be asked to compare the volume formula of a cylinder with a cube and explain the
differences. Ask them to derive both formulas from a physical object or app and have them explain why it is
much harder to do the cylinder. Then students can do the problem set in the book with a much better
conceptual understanding of what they are doing?
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Math: Basic Trigonometry Functions
Math Standard: Use special triangles to determine geometrically the values of sine, cosine, tangent for π/3, π/
4 and π/6, and use the unit circle to express the values of sine, cosine, and tangent for x, π + x, and 2π - x in
terms of their values for x, where x is any real number.
Original Lesson: Students will memorize the defi nitions of sine and cosine. There will be a teacher led
discussion of SOH-CAH-TOA and the class will do some practice problems together. Students will then do the
exercises in the textbook.

CC-BY http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trigonometric_functions
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New Lesson: Students will be given exploratory time in the Unit Circle applet to consider the following
questions, “What are sine and cosine?” They will be encouraged to turn off and on all of the available options
and seek to make some kind of personal understanding of the relationships. At the end of this time, they will
be asked to create their own defi nitions for sine and cosine. Students will then be given the defi nitions in the
book followed by a class discussion on whether these make sense and if they line up with the students’ original
defi nitions. SOH-CAH-TOA will then be introduced and discussed with the same parameters. Students will
then do the exercises in the textbook.
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